

a man comes home and says hello to his wife on the floor. she is a real doll and doesnt say anything. he turns to a machine and his face is laser scanned. then he stands in front of the mirror at a window in another room and removes his face to show a muscle-e robot blood mess and then we see through the window and someone is watching him though a high-tech laser camera system. the person is sort of wearing a vr helmet and they are half woman half man naked wearing an animal pelt. that is what the engineer is dressed like. david i am going to take you out. you will be gone. the realdoll gets up and has itself laser scanned and tears off its breasts and breaks its legs and cuts off it arms and slits its own throat and then the husband comes back into the room and reaches into the closet and takes out a different face from a machine and starts to repair the realdoll. 

an elderly man comes upon an old boy and beats him and hugs him and cries and holds the mans head on his lap and then is shown wearing a vr helmet. he is then wheeling down an extremely long hallway filled with other people...
a doorway opens as he passes it and he sees child cripples playing in a 3d space world with one pornographic woman glowing with the psychic effort of 3 children ..at the apex of a triangle of thought beams coming from their heads. and one child turns to look at the old cripple. he raises a mechanical limb. 

a female executive goes to work and a man is waiting in her desk for her and as she comes in he gets up and awkwardly touches her. or a series of office harassments.  

the engineers are holding a ritual. their is a body in a mechanical restraint there are tons of crippled kids in braces and robot attendants and they are being put on torture racks/ industrial mounts and scanned and drilled with machines. then scientists take some kind of samples of children or are surgically slicing off the faces of the person in the restraints and 
then a celebrity in a block of ice is wheeled out and a laser arm carves them out or in half or something. a cripple remarks to a robot. have the best bodies i envy that they have personal trainers and work out so much. or maybe they dont. 
and then after a new celeb is carved into laser glass through scanning and lasering the old one is free of the ice glass and the engineers turn to a new direction and we see exercise equipment and the celebrity begins to work out with extreme body part augmentation and special glasses and cords into their muscles while the cripples stand and watch. 

there is a place that is all stairwells and landings and elevators and the female engineer is wandering through this place and there are men laying on the stairs languishing and perishing in a terrible heat and most of them are wearing female suits with big boobs, and most of the doorways open up to a terrible alien desert and one of the men is on the steps and he's wounded and his face is cut and burned looking very gruesome and the slack mechanical female in front of him is mutilated and he is screaming about the black people and to watch out for taureg men. a really sci-fi nigger steps out and the woman opens her legs but the black man turns her around and enters from the back. when he cums he tears out her eyes but they arent real anyways and the woman smiles and reaches through the mans groin and disembowels him. a group of headless people run out of one of the desert places and remove the womans head. they inject her with a needle


